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French Ambassador to Kuwait Christian Nakhle gives more
details about the Paris Climate Conference to be held later
this year.

What is the COP21, known as “Paris Climate 2015”, confer-
ence?

The United Nations Climate Change Conference, COP21,
known also as “Paris Climate 2015”is the 21st Conference of the

Parties to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change - UNFCCC
COP21 which will be held in Paris from 30th
November to 11th December, under the
umbrella of the General Secretary of the
United Nations and the Presidency of
France.  Seven months away from the Paris
Climate Conference, France is pleased to
already observe a broad mobilization to
address the challenge of climate change,

whose scale and urgency have been confirmed scientifically by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 

This yearly conference is a crucial international meeting and a
top priority on France’s diplomatic agenda.The aim is to reach a
legally binding and universal agreement on climate change and
preservation of the planet and also to reach an agreement to
reduce the greenhouse effect and contain global warming within
the limit of 2 degree C, above which the impacts would be diffi-
cult to control.

As the future presidency, France has a particular responsibility
and undertakes to support negotiations in accordance with three
watchwords: listening, ambition and the spirit of compromise.
This involves taking into account the positions of the 196 signato-
ry states placed on an equal footing, bringing viewpoints closer
together and enabling the unanimous adoption of an agreement,
and the formation of a real “Paris Alliance”. 

In practice, France is working with its partners on the four compo-
nents of the Alliance:
l negotiation of a universal, legally binding agreement;
l submission by all countries of their national contributions, in

the first quarter of 2015 if possible and in all cases prior to
COP21;

l strengthening of the multi-partner initiatives of the Action
agenda ; 

l the financial component, which should enable funding of the
transition towards low-carbon, resilient economies.
These four components are complementary and mutually

supportive, committing all countries to a transition towards low-
carbon economies.
What are Paris Climate’s expectations from a bilateral side?

The previous conferences about climate, namely Lima’s out-
come, confirmed the commitment of all States, with no distinc-
tion between developed and developing countries, to submitting
intended nationally determined contributions (iNDC) to strength-
en the mitigation efforts already underway.The information sup-
porting the contributions will be an essential component to
ensure the clarity and transparency that are needed for them to
be understood and aggregated.

It is important that national contributions are submitted well
in advance of COP21 by the vast majority of countries, and in the
first quarter of 2015 for those capable of doing so, especially
major emitters. From Kuwait, we are working with all our partners.
The goal of Paris Climate conference is that all countries submit
the most ambitious contributions possible in the light of their
capacities and responsibilities.

As far as the Arab countries, by adopting a resolution during
the celebrations of the 70th anniversary of the League of Arab
States on 28 and 29 March in Sharm El Sheikh, member States
expressed their interest and commitment in the face of the conse-
quences of climate change and environmental deterioration.
France welcomes these efforts and the solidarity towards the
French Presidency of COP21 with a view to ensuring the success
of the Paris Conference for the future of all.

What is the “Green Climate Fund”?
The Copenhagen Conference set an objective: Developed

countries are to raise $100 billion a year in public and private
financing by 2020. This financing will be the expression of all
countries’ solidarity and responsibility on a global scale. It will
come from both public and private sources. Part of this financing
will be channeled to the Green Climate Fund (GCF), which will
serve as a catalyst for project creation. $10.2 billion have been col-
lected so far including $1 billion from France. Initial projects are
expected to be adopted in Oct 2015.

How to be united for climate action from Kuwait?
“Acting from Kuwait for climate” is the French Embassy’s main

initiative to be implemented through actions (debates, exhibi-
tions, workshops) in all fields (political, scientific, academic, civil),
from April to December 2015, to grow awareness about climate
issues in Kuwait. Thus “Acting from Kuwait for climate” aims at cre-
ating solidarity movements within Kuwaiti society (students, gov-
ernment, and individuals) to make Paris Climate conference
COP21 a success.

Focus

Future presidency 
and vision of COP21

By Hiroshi Hiyama

Uncertainty over Britain’s future in Europe is unset-
tling Asian investors, analysts say, warning if vot-
ers opt in a referendum to leave the EU, the

United Kingdom would lose a major drawcard for
attracting foreign money. The United Kingdom - a gate-
way to the lucrative European market, with an educated
workforce and business-friendly laws - has long been an
attractive destination for Asian businesses looking to
spread their wings.

Japan alone has around 900 companies with opera-
tions there - including car giant Nissan - worth $8 billion
a year and accounting for a third of all Tokyo’s European
investment, according to government figures. But after
the surprise victory of the Conservative Party in last
week’s general election, Britain is now headed, by 2017,
for a simple “in-out” vote on remaining part of the
European Union, fulfilling a pre-election pledge Prime
Minister David Cameron made as he looked to out-flank
his Euro-sceptic rivals.

While Downing Street has signalled it will look to
bring the vote forwards, a possibly lengthy debate will
worry any company planning on spending money there,
commentators say. “We have two years of uncertainty on
investment climate in Britain, and uncertainty is the last
thing business wants,” Joerg Wuttke, President of the EU
Chamber of Commerce in China, told AFP in Beijing.
Between 2008 and 2014, Chinese investment in the UK
surged from $800 million to $12 billion with Britain rank-

ing as one of the Asian giant’s top investment destina-
tions, according to the China-Britain Business Council.

Bernard Aw, market strategist at IG Markets in
Singapore, said Asian business managers will pay close
attention to political events in Britain over the coming
months, with Cameron’s progress on renegotiating
thorny aspects of EU membership-particularly around
immigration - front and foremost. “If these negotiations
proceed well...(the) UK is likely to vote to stay in the EU,
which will substantially ease jitters,” said Aw.

‘Attraction Would Disappear’ 
But if Cameron is unable to squeeze sufficient conces-

sions from his European partners, and his testy elec-
torate votes to leave, Britain would lose one of its chief
attractions for Asian investors, warned Kazuyo Yamazaki,
senior economist at the Daiwa Institute of Research in
Tokyo. “If Britain exits the EU, it would cause businesses
to think again” about making fresh investments there,
she said. “A major reason for investors to choose Britain
was that it is within the EU. If Britain leaves that, the
attraction would disappear.”

Analysts and opinion formers in Asia are largely unit-
ed in the view that Britain - and Europe - would be the
poorer for a split. Japan’s leading Nikkei business daily
used a weekend editorial to urge Cameron to draw clos-
er to his continental partners, while finding a way to
pour balm on the burning nationalism of parts of
England, and the Scottish pull towards independence. A
split - the so-called “Brexit” - would “shake Britain’s status

as a European business and financial hub, and could
choke investments from Asia and the US,” the paper
intoned. The reputation of London as - along with New
York - the city of choice for the financial sector, would
take a hit if Britain chooses to step into the political
unknown, said Wuttke of the EU Chamber of Commerce
in China.

Dubai of Europe 
“I think that London will always remain special

because it has a global language, it has an established
financial system, so to replace London is going to be, in
the medium to long term, very difficult,” he said. “But
(foreign investors will) possibly wait until the decision in
2017 with big money decisions because they want to
have some certainty - is England going to remain in
Europe or are they going to decide to turn into a finan-
cial Dubai of Europe.”

Any move to jump into the abyss and go it alone
would not automatically cause a sudden capital flight
from Britain, said Daiwa Institute’s Yamazaki. As the home
of the international lingua franca and a place that has a
foot in both the mega markets of Europe and the United
States, an EU-less Britain would doubtless continue to
have its draws. But longer-term trends could be exacer-
bated if Britain turns in on itself, she said. “Western
Europe has had a long history of attracting investment,
including from Japan. But we are seeing a tide of money
going into Eastern Europe, where the labour is cheap and
there are good tax incentives.” —AFP

Uncertainty could choke Asian investment

By Matt Spetalnick and Warren Strobel

US President Barack Obama may fail
to pacify Gulf Arab fears over his Iran
nuclear diplomacy at a summit this

week, following a pointed Saudi snub of
the event. But a bigger question looms for
Washington: how much does it matter?
Obama appears confident Washington has
enough leverage to fend off Sunni Arab
pressure to do more to stop arch-rival
Shiite Iran from intervening in conflicts
across much of the region, underlining
diverging interests between the United
States and its long-standing Gulf allies.

By resisting a push by some Gulf Arab
nations for new formal security guarantees,
for instance, Obama is gambling that the
close but often uneasy alliance can weath-
er current differences, especially given
long-time Arab reliance on the US military
umbrella and advanced weapons supplies.
Obama may be further bolstered by
America’s increasing energy independence,
which has made Gulf oil less critical to the
US economy.

“The leverage is much more in
Washington than in the Gulf,” said Karim
Sadjadpour, a senior associate at the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace think tank in Washington and former
chief Iran analyst at the International Crisis
Group. Some experts say a new generation
of Saudi leaders could respond with further
military assertiveness in the Gulf, where the
kingdom is currently leading an Arab coali-
tion in Yemen against Iran-allied Houthi
rebels. Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states
have been important sponsors of the anti-
government insurgency in Syria.

Most of the region’s ruling Sunni mon-
archs, including Saudi King Salman,
declined to attend the summit, sending
lower-level officials in what is seen as a
diplomatic snub. Two of the leaders were
never expected to attend due to ill health,
and the Saudi government denied that
their new king’s no-show was intended as a
slight. Still, the absence of many top Arab
leaders is seen as a reflection of frustration
not only with Obama’s engagement with
Iran in pursuit of a nuclear deal but over a
perceived US failure to support opposition
fighters in Syria and to push Israel harder to

make peace with Palestinians.
The summit started yesterday with Oval

Office talks with the Saudi crown prince
and deputy crown prince followed by a
leaders’ dinner and then a full day of talks
at Camp David today. US officials say it
will reaffirm a strategic relationship
that has served for more than
half a century as a corner-
stone of US Middle East pol-
icy. US counter-terrorism
strategy, they add, con-
tinues to rely heavily on
cooperation with
powerful Arab coun-
tries. But some of the
mutual interests that
brought them
together, such as
restraining Iran and a
heavy US depend-
ence on Gulf oil,
appear to have
begun to fray.

Lowering
Expectations

Obama initially
raised hopes in the
region when he
announced last month, just
after world powers reached
a framework agreement with
Iran, that he would convene a sum-
mit with the Gulf Cooperation
Council, made up of Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) and Oman. But this
week the White House has played down
expectations for the outcome of the
gathering. While Gulf officials had sig-
naled a desire for firm new security guar-
antees, US officials say there will be no
actual defense treaty and have cast doubt
on the prospect for any kind of new written
commitment.

The Obama administration is wary of
anything legally binding that could draw
the United States into future Middle
Eastern conflicts. Instead, US officials said
Obama would offer reassurances mostly in
the form of a joint statement and more
modest announcements for integrating
ballistic missile defense systems, increasing
joint military exercises and easing arms

deliveries. In return, the United States
hopes that Gulf governments, who are
skeptical of any nuclear deal with Iran, will

hold off

with their criticisms ahead of a June 30
deadline for a final deal under which Iran
would agree to restrict its nuclear program
in exchange for relief from crippling sanc-
tions.

Arab complaints, together with fierce
Israeli opposition, could make it harder for
Obama to win Congress’s approval for an
Iran deal. This seems unlikely to satisfy the
Gulf states, especially regional power Saudi
Arabia. Riyadh believes Washington is not
taking seriously enough Iranian support for
militias in Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Yemen,
which it says are aggravating sectarian ten-
sions. The White House says a nuclear-
armed Iran would be even more dangerous
to its neighbors and this is why the
nuclear issue must be tackled first. Tehran
denies it is seeking a nuclear weapon.

Marwan Muasher, a former Jordanian
foreign minister, said the Obama adminis-
tration “is not interested in over-indulging”
the Gulf states on issues that concern
them. “Are they (the Gulf states) going to
go back feeling reassured? I don’t think so,”
he told reporters in Washington. But the
Gulf states may have little recourse but to
stick with Washington. Many have spent
billions of dollars on US military hardware,
rely on American military advisers and have
found few reliable partners elsewhere.

Even if Obama sends an implicit mes-
sage that Gulf countries need the United
States more than the United States needs
them, he still must address fears that
Washington is abandoning them at a time
of regional upheaval. Also, the two sides
remain interdependent, militarily and eco-
nomically. While a boom in domestic US oil
and gas has fed the perception US strategic
interests in the region might be on the
wane, it has not altered Washington’s core
strategic interest of secure oil supplies to
feed the global market.

“If there were instability in Saudi Arabia
this would have great global ramifications,”
said Brenda Shaffer, an energy security
expert at Georgetown University. And as
the Obama administration presses allies
like Riyadh to take on a bigger defense bur-
den, the United States continues to stay
involved, providing logistical support, for
instance, for the Saudi-led campaign in
Yemen. —Reuters 

Obama bets US-Gulf alliance can survive

Christian Nakhle


